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When choosing tire chains for Backhoes, clearance will be an import
factor in making your choice. It is best to be aware of how much
clearance you do have on front and rear tires. Generally the rear
tires will have less clearance because of the fender. Please see our
recommendations below for front and rear tires, taking into consideration how much clearance you have as you weigh your options.

FRONT BACKHOE TIRES
SQUARE LINK ALLOY
*Alloy Steel construction for maximum life
*Reversible - Can be run on both sides
*Traction - Great forward & backward traction
*4 Link or 2 Link Spacing available
*Allow minimum 2.25’’ of clearance

NORSE STUDDED H-PATTERN
*Best for aggressive, offroad applications
*Alloy cross chain - extra durable for longer wear
*Studs dig into to terrain surface for the BEST traction
*H-Pattern provides great lateral traction as well as forward & backward
*Allow minimum 4’’ of clearance
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REAR BACKHOE TIRES
In addition to the chain styles listed below, Rear Backhoe tires can
take the same chains as the Front tires do (listed on reverse).
DIAMOND BACK SQUARE LINK ALLOY
* Alloy square link patterns provide extra durability
* Continuous pattern provides great traction in all directions
as well as a smooth, comfortable ride on harder surfaces
*Comes in 4 different styles; Regular (DP), Link-Over-Link
(WDP), U Grip (DPU - pictured), and Wear Bar (WB)
*WB - best for use on paved applications (eg. snow plow)
*DPU - aggressive U-Grip studs best for use offroad (eg.
Mine sites)
*Allow minimum 4’’ of clearance!

REGULAR LINK
* Carbon Steel cross chains
* Basic ladder style for applications that require a less
aggressive chain
* Comes in single duty (4 link spacing) or double duty (2 link
spacing - double the amount of cross chains)

NORSE 7MM QUATRO-STUD CONTINUOUS H-PATTERN
*Premium quality, lightweight Alloy metal for extra durability
*Square edge Quatro Studs provide superior traction
*Pattern provides continuous, aggressive traction & stability
*Ideal for offroad applications
*7mm lightweight design requires minimal clearance.
Allow 2’’ to be safe
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